
You are cordially invited to attend a 
murder mystery party… 

 
Hosted by:  

 
You will play the role of:  

 
  Date:                             Time: 

Scene of the crime: 
 

  RSVP:  
 

Now, it is time to check out your pre-game site for costume 
suggestions, the game trailer, and more:  

https://www.yourmysteryparty.com/dragons 



Guest List 
 

PRINCESS SENCE SLARK 
Princess of Winter Gully 

Sence Slark is the daughter of the late Lord Wylliam Slark and Queen Cicely Slark. Sence is always found with her grimwolf 
named Grace. Once betrothed to the Evil King, Princess Slark is hardened and wishes to make an alliance with the House 

of Tyrele in order to seek revenge on Westerfell. 
 

QUEEN CRESTIAN LANGSTONE 
Queen Regent of Westerfell 

A widow, Queen Crestian Langstone is the mother of Godfrey Langstone, The Evil King of Westerfell. Crestian is supportive 
of her son, no matter what heinous acts he commits against the people of Westerfell. It is only a matter of time before 

someone slays Godfrey and ends his tyranny. 
 

PRINCESS MARGARET TYRELE 
Princess of Neferia 

Princess Margaret Tyrele is the brazen princess from the powerful House of Tyrele – the royal family of Nefaria. One of 
the most manipulative souls in the realm, nobody should trust her if they value their life. Margaret is currently betrothed 

to King Godfrey of Westerfell, and the people of the west have given their loyalty to her without question. 
 

PRINCESS DENYSIA GAREON 
Warrior Princess 

Princess Denysia Gareon fled one year ago from Westerfell after her father, the former king, was murdered. She made a 
secret ally with Queen Cicely Slark of Winter Gully and has been building up an army of pirates in order to retaliate and 
take back the throne. Nobody in the realm believes the legends of dragons to be true. Nevertheless, Denysia’s winged 

companion is a fire-breathing dragon named Drogue. 
 

QUEEN CICELY SLARK 
Queen of Winter Gully 

Queen Cicely Slark is the self-proclaimed ruler of the Kingdom of Winter Gully.  Fiercely loyal to her family, she will seek 
revenge on anybody who crosses one of her seven children. Cicily has been hiding Princess Gareon of Westerfell over the 

last year and is aiding Denysia’s quest to seize the throne that belongs to the Gareon bloodline. 
 

BEATRIX OF LANTIS 
Warrior, House of Lantis 

A faithful warrior in the House of Lantis, Beatrix has denounced her royal title and opted to train as a knight in the King’s 
Royal Guard. Her father, King Gage Lantis, has always given Beatrix what she desires and granted her wish to become a 

warrior. However, her mother, Queen Millicent, adamantly disapproves. 
 

YEDVTHE 
Warrior, Wilder Tribe 

Yedvthe is a bold member of the Wilder Tribe, a nomadic group of warriors in the northeast. Yedvthe and the tribe are 
now interested in forming alliances with the six Kingdoms, even though their clan has made over a dozen attempts at 

conquering the Kingdom of Nefaria. For this reason, there is bad blood, and the Wilders are known as savages. 
 

MALIN 
Sorceress, House of Thorne 

Hailing from a faraway realm, Malin is a sorceress who now resides in the Thorne Kingdom and serves as the Chief Advisor 
to King Ulric Thorne. Malin has powers of foresight and often uses black magic to get the king what he desires. Malin can 

create dark phantoms to carry out her diabolical schemes. It is best to stay on this dark witch’s good side. 
 
 



KING GODFREY LANGSTONE 
King of Westerfell 

Otherwise known as The Evil King, King Godfrey Langstone is the tyrannical ruler of Westerfell. Most consider Godfrey to 
be insane, whereas others believe his mother is the one making the cruel decisions for the House of Langstone. Godfrey is 

betrothed to Princess Margaret Tyrele of Nefaria. 
 

JAMES LANGSTONE 
Lord Commander of the Westerfell Royal Guard 

James Langstone is the uncle of King Godfrey Langstone of Westerfell and younger sibling of Queen Regent Crestian 
Langstone. James is noted as one of the greatest fighters in the Ethos Realm. Albeit, he’s rumored to have murdered 

many people, including Denysia Gareon’s father and Queen Cicely Slark’s husband. 
 

BROM SNOW 
Lord Commander of the Queen’s Army of Winter Gully 

Brom Snow is an orphan from Winter Gully who serves as the Lord Commander of the Queen’s Army. Brom was raised by 
the House of Slark and pledged his loyalty and his life to Winter Gully. Brom is usually seen with his grimwolf named 

Sadon. 
 

GREGOR GAUDET 
Warrior, Westerfell Royal Guard 

Gregor Gaudet is the most feared warrior from the House of Langstone’s Royal Guard. Rumored to be an undead, Gregor 
is intimidating and a fierce fighter. However, his loyalty has been questioned recently and he certainly doesn’t get along 

with his commander, James Langstone. 
 

PRINCESS MURIEL SLARK 
Princess of Winter Gully 

Princess Muriel Slark is the youngest daughter of Queen Cicily Slark of Winter Gully.  This young lady is naive and 
vulnerable and stands no chance against manipulative people. It is necessary for those closest to Princess Muriel to keep 

her out of harm’s way. 
 

PRINCESS HELENA LANGSTONE 
Princess of Westerfell 

Princess Helena Langstone is the only daughter of Queen Crestian Langstone. Helena is quite rebellious against her 
mother and aspires to be a minstrel. However, her mother has different plans for her future. 

 
PRINCESS ROSE ZANTORIAN 

Princess of Zantorian Rock 
Princess Rose Zantorian is the eccentric daughter of the King of Zantorian Rock. Princess Rose wears heavy makeup and 

tries to break trends among the people of her kingdom with her outrageous hairstyles. The Zantorians are known for 
fashion. 

 
PRINCESS KREA THORNE 

Princess of Thorne 
Princess Krea is the only heir to the throne of the Kingdom of Thorne. Recently, she’s been in a constant state of agitation 
with her father’s new advisor from another realm. Krea believes her father is being deceived, but he will hear nothing of 

it. 
 

KING GAGE LANTIS 
King of Lantis 

Surrounded by protective lions, the Kingdom of Lantis has always had an outer defense of mashing teeth and razor-sharp 
claws. Recently, Crestian Langstone has ordered ambushes on the Lantis lions, and King Gage is outraged. The king is 

married to Queen Millicent and has two daughters – one is a princess and the other chooses to serve as a warrior in the 
King’s Royal Guard. 



KING BORIN TYRELE 
King of Nefaria 

King Tyrele has suffered repeated attacks from the nearby nomadic Wilder Tribe but has recently made an unprecedented 
alliance with the pirates of the Ibian Sea. King Tyrele has a daughter, Margaret Tyrele, who is stunningly beautiful and 

betrothed to the Evil King of Westerfell. Rumor has it that the people of Winter Gully are surprised and dismayed at the 
pending alliance of the kingdoms of Neferia and Westerfell. 

 
KING ULRIC THORNE 

King of Thorne 
King Thorne rules the kingdom of Thorne with a fair hand. He is advised by Malin – a dark magic sorceress who recently 

moved to the Thorne Kingdom from a faraway land.  King Thorne has a daughter who strongly believes his new advisor is 
up to no good. Nevertheless, King Ulric is content with his current situation. 

 
CATHERINE ARAGON 

Handmaid to the Queen Regent of Westerfell 
Catherine Aragon is the timid handmaid of the Queen Regent of Westerfell, Crestian Langstone. Catherine is not allowed 

to speak to anybody and is only permitted to tend to Crestian’s every whim. Catherine’s eyes are riddled with 
desperation, as she longs for someone to save her. 

 
QUEEN MILLICENT LANTIS 

Queen of Lantis 
Queen Millicent is the assertive Queen of Lantis, the southernmost kingdom of the Ethos Realm. Queen Lantis enjoys her 
morning walks through the castle grounds with her lions and is a very charitable soul. Queen Millicent has two daughters 

and is a loving wife to King Gage Lantis. 
 

PRINCESS WINIFRED LANTIS 
Princess of Lantis 

Princess Winifred is the nature-loving Princess of Lantis. Along with her mother, she adores tending to the thousands of 
lions that roam the kingdom. She is a lover of all creatures and would do anything in the world to defend her kingdom and 

the living beings within. 
 

PRINCESS KATRINA SLARK 
Princess of Winter Gully 

Princess Katrina Slark is one of Queen Cicily Slark’s six children. Princess Katrina is the second to the youngest sibling, and 
if there is a possibility for trouble to surface, she will find her way in the middle of it. Princess Katrina is mischievous, 

bullheaded, and is a terrible listener. 
RULF HOLORD 

Warrior, Queens Army of Winter Gully 
Rulf Holord is the ruthless warrior of the Queen’s Army of Winter Gully. Rulf often serves as a personal bodyguard to 

Queen Slark and doesn’t like to speak as he claims it lessens his awareness. Rulf chooses to sleep standing up to avoid 
wasting precious time if he is needed in the middle of the night. 

 
PRINCE CASSIUS TYRELE 

Prince of Nefaria 
Prince Cassius Tyrele is the brave Prince of Nefaria. He is adamantly against his sister Margaret marrying King Godfrey of 

Westerfell and has been trying to postpone the wedding with the ultimate goal of canceling it altogether. He doesn’t 
believe an alliance between Nefaria and Westerfell is a good idea at this time. 

 
 
 
 
 



SARON THELY 
Warrior, Queens Army of Winter Gully 

Best friend of Brom Snow, Saron Thely grew up in Winter Gully and is loyal to the House of Slark. However, Saron is 
unpredictable and fearless. He takes great pleasure in torturing the prisoners of Winter Gully whenever he gets the 

chance. Saron says his inner anger stems from his father dying on the sword during battle when he was only three years 
old. 

 
PRINCESS MARY SLARK 

Princess of Winter Gully 
Princess Mary Slark is the lovely daughter of Queen Cicily Slark. She is adept at sword fighting and wishes to one day, join 

the Queen’s Army. Mary is a joy to be around, as she loves to tell jokes. 
 

GUSSALIN DANE 
Handmaid to Malin, Kingdom of Thorne 

King Thorne rules the Thorne Kingdom with a fair hand. He is advised by Malin - a sorceress from a faraway land who 
practices black magic. Malin has arranged for Gussalin Dane, a former bread maker, to serve as her handmaid. Those 

closest to Gussalin say she didn’t have a choice. 
 

JASMINE ROWNTREE 
Handmaid to the Queen of Winter Gully 

Jasmine Rowntree is the quiet handmaid of Queen Cicily Slark of Winter Gully. Jasmine is a devoted friend to Cicily and 
will do absolutely anything the queen wishes. In large gatherings, Jasmine prefers to stand in the shadows, as she is afraid 

of people. 
 

JULIANA JOLLAND 
Handmaid to Princess Margaret Tyrele, Kingdom of Nefaria 

Juliana Jolland is the spirited handmaid of Princess Margaret Tyrele. She is dedicated to Margaret but is not happy with 
the princess’s decision to marry King Godfrey. Juliana does not want to move into the Westerfell Castle and fears for 

Margaret’s safety! 
 

SIR FREDERICK LETHOLDUS 
Knight, King’s Royal Guard of Lantis 

Surrounded by protective lions, the Kingdom of Lantis has always had an outer defense. Recently, Crestian Langstone has 
ordered random attacks on the lions, and the Royal Guard is on high alert. Sir Frederick Letholdus has pleaded with King 
Lantis to stage a counterattack on Westerfell to put a stop to the attacks. Sir Letholdus is exceedingly loyal to the king. 

 
SIR LEO CROMWELL 

Knight, King’s Royal Guard of Lantis 
Lantis has always maintained an outer perimeter of lions as the kingdom’s first line of defense. The House of Langstone 
has, in recent times, ordered many ambushes of the lions.  Sir Leo Cromwell has gone rogue many times, but his fellow 
guardsmen have no idea why he leaves the Royal Guard for periods of time. However, the king trusts him, and Leo was 

recently knighted for his dedication to Lantis. 
 

SIR GAVIN DUKE 
Knight, Kingdom of Westerfell 

Sir Gavin Duke is a highly opinionated knight in the Westerfell Royal Guard. He often clashes with the Lord Commander of 
the Royal Guard and with Queen Crestian Langstone if he doesn’t agree with her command. She has threatened to 

remove his knighthood if he doesn’t cease the contempt for his superiors. 
 
 
 
 



RYE NICOLI 
Blacksmith, Trader’s Village 

Rye is the finest blacksmith in all the Ethos Realm. Rye’s shop is in Trader’s Village – a spot where Pirates of the Ibian Sea 
often frequent, as the town isn’t governed by the six kingdoms of the realm.  Rye creates custom swords for the royalty of 

the Ethos Realm – as well as scallywag pirates. 
 

ALEX AMIS 
Bread Maker, Kingdom of Nefaria 

Bread is a staple in everyday life in the Ethos Realm. Bakers, such as Alex Amis are usually well taken care of by the House 
they serve. Alex bakes the bread for the House of Tyrele and is not pleased that Princess Margaret will be marrying King 

Godfrey and moving to Castle Westerfell. 
 

NICON NARDONE 
Cook, Castle of Westerfell 

Nicon Nardone is the head cook of Castle Westerfell. Nicon is already planning for the royal wedding’s many feasts. Nicon 
is a hard worker and cooks in the castle’s kitchen from sunrise to sunset. 

 
HESDIN ZEHB 

Warrior, Royal Guard of Westerfell 
Hesdin Zehb is the mysterious warrior for the Royal Guard of Westerfell. Hesdin stays in the shadows and doesn’t try to 

make friends with anybody. Hesdin follows Queen Crestian’s orders, but his/her loyalty is under scrutiny as nobody knows 
the real warrior behind the armor. 

 
LORD PETRE BALIS 

Lord of Westerfell 
Lord Petre Balis is one of the most intelligent men in the Ethos Realm. Dangerously conniving, Lord Balis should never be 
trusted, as he usually has ill intentions and ulterior motives for his every action. Lord Balis will do anything that benefits 

him and little else. 
 

SAMSON GAUDET 
Personal Bodyguard of King Godfrey 

Samson Gaudet is the personal bodyguard of King Godfrey, The Evil King. The youngest brother of the undead Gregor 
Gaudet, Samson is a vicious warrior. Most believe Samson to be an undead like his brother, as neither has aged in over a 

century. 
 

CHIEF GORE 
Chief of the Wilder Tribe 

Chief Gore is the leader of the nomadic Wilder Tribe of the northeast. The Wilder Tribe is known as a group of savages 
who inhabit the wintry forests surrounding Nefaria. The tribe has launched more than a dozen attacks on the Castle of 

Nefaria, but not one of them was sanctioned by the Chief. 
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